
Mir Ali-Sher Nawa'i

Preface to His First Turkish Divan,
Gharayib al-sighar

Like Amir Khusraw, Jami and many other poets, Mir Ali-Sher Nawa'i composed a series
of divans during different periods of his life-in Nawa'i's case, in both Persian and
Turkish. The preface to his first Chaghatay Turkish divan, Gharayib al-sighar (Novelties
of youth), 1 is interesting for several reasons. The conceit of youthful madness that leads the
poet to abandon serious study and take up a life of abandon to wine and song is clearly in
evidence here (the familiar conceit may be seen in Ahmad b. Abdullah Hijazi's autobio-
graphical sketch, pp. 330-31). Also, the indebtedness he proclaims to Sultan-Husayn for
improving his poetry is a telling comment on the role played by the prince in the literary
circles of his time, although one may doubt the extent to which Sultan-Husayn actually
engaged in the editing process.

When the ghazal singers of the divan of
eloquence hurl fire from the repository of
poetic nature into the tinder of distracted
lovers' souls, they cannot string one fiery
ruby onto the cord of poetry if they do
not stud the introduction to their poetry
with gems of praise for the Creator, who
established the people of love as the jewel
in the crown of all humanity through the

IText in 'Ali~ir Nava'I, Divan, facsimile edi-
tion, introduction and indices by L. V. Dmitri-
eva (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1964), pp. 6-
31 (foil. 2b-15a). The facsimile text was com-
pared and collated with the transcription made by
Gunay Alpay Kut, "Hutbe-i devavln" in "Ali Sir
Neva'I'nin Birinci Divam Gara'ib us-sigar,' Is-
tanbul Universltesi Edebiyat Fakultesi PH.D.
dissertation, 1965.

*
nobility of their diamond tongues and the
pearls of their graceful expression.

Praise God: He is the exalted, the sublime,
who made the sea of love overflowing.

When he cast man therein as a diver, he gave
both pearls of ecstasy and pearls of speech.

When the garden decorators of the or-
chard of rhetoric bedeck the beautiful
rosebed of gorgeous beloveds in the gar-
den of fantasy, [3a] they cannot tie a sin-
gle fiery rose into a metrical nosegay if
they do not cause the prolegomena of
their poetry to sparkle with flowers of
thanks to the Almighty, who made the
horde of beauty the delight of all creatures
through the lamp of the languid narcissus.
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Praise to him who created gifts and bounty,
from whose garden of existence the brambles

of nonexistence were banished.
In that garden the fire of every rose that has
raised its banner has lit up the house of the

soul and the candle of vision.

Though the heart is inclined and the
tongue ready to speak this praise and eu-
logy, neither can the heart rest nor the
tongue attain its desire unless the gift of
praise becomes a means for the illuminat-
ing star of the constellation of apostle-
ship, the precious pearl of the jewel-cask
of prophecy, the one alluded to in the
hymn wa-ma yantiqu 'ani' l-hawa,2 the
keeper of the treasury of in huwa illii
wahyun yuM,3 intoner of the anthem ana
af~al:z,4speaker of the antiphon ana am-
lah 5.,

Muhammad, the moon around whom apostles
are clustered like stars-nay, not a moon but a

world-adorning sun.
The nine spheres parasites on his existence,

[3b) proof of this claim the rescript of
lawlak.6

He takes a steed swifter than a hundred
lightning bolts, the new moon a breast-plate

for that steed, and Jupiter and Venus as
ornaments of his equippage, on either side the

sun and moon his squires.
For those grief-stricken in the lane of error, for

those crazed in the wilderness of ignorance,
o God, make him an intercessor eternal, and

leave me not without hope, 0 God.

And may God pray for him, his family
and companions and for all who came
after them, until Doomsday.

*

2Koran 53.3: "He doth not speak of his own
will."

3Koran 53.4: "It is no other than a revelation,
which hath been revealed unto him."

4Hadith: "I am the most eloquent"
5Hadith: "I am the most beautiful of speech."
6Reference to the J;adith qudsi, "Lawlaka la-

ma khalaqtu ' l-afiiika" (were it not for you, I
would not have created the celestial spheres).

The writer of these confused pages, a
quaffer of the cup of tribulation, drainer
of the vat of antinomianism, a scandal in
the quarter of madness, a madman in the
lane of scandal,

Singer in the garden of fidelity, nightingale of
antinomianism, i.e. Nawa'i,

(may God forgive his sins) says that
when the throne of Khurasan was
adorned by the House of Timur, [4a] the
dark chamber of my life was illuminated
by light from the candle of youth and the
garden of my life was perfumed by the
scent of the roses of jeunesse. As hap-
pens at that age, passion dominated na-
ture, and from the dominance of passion
nature sought pleasure: through my
ripped shirt? the old wounds on my
breast were revealed one by ..one, and my
shirt was stained in bloody stripes from
the new lines cut into my body. My heart
ever in search of wine and thoughts of
my beloved ever on my mind, my soul
was drunk on the wine of love, and my
heart was besotted by the love of wine.

If the cupbearer has no rosy wine cup, my
breast bums; if there is no rose-cheeked

cupbearer before me, my condition is hopeless.

Then the house of my reason was swept
away by a torrent of wine, and the light-
ning of love reduced my piety and well-
being to ashes.

When a person is afflicted by love and wine, it
is no wonder if every moment there are a

hundred catastrophes. Although the affliction
is grave, my wish is that it should remain

with me forever.

Yes, all feeling left my heart, and my
heart reached a state where

7Kimgliikim cdki. equivalent to the common
Persian poetical expression ptrahan chak. "To
rip the shirt (or collar)," a sign of mourning and
bereavement, is an act of desperation in love.
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Day and night my feet bare, my collar ripped,
in the tavern lane drunk and insouciant, [4b]

My cry constantly reaching the celestial
sphere, my converse totally with rogues.

Now, since my innate nature was not
totally without rectitude, in love's lane
and intoxication's quarter-s-where there is
no end to marvelous states or to unusual
predicaments, be they, as in love, aston-
ishment at the beloved's beauty, jealousy
at the thought of the rival, expectation of
the spring of union, or the thorniness of
the autumn of separation, or be they, as in
wine, the pleasure of drunkenness, the
agony of hangover, the attentiveness of
the vintnor or the carping of the enforcer
of public morals-everything that hap-
pened to me was in conformity with those
states.

Every thought that appeared in my heart my
.tongue expressed garbed in poetry.

The people, raising a cry to the dome of
heaven, gave their lives for that poetry.

Every line this ruin of nature composed ~ned
as much fame as the bayt-i ma'mur.

In the tavern all things, visible and invisible,
came easily to people's tongues. [Sa]

[My poetry] was on the lips and hearts of
not only the dreg-drinkers of the tavern
but cloaked [dervishes] who hold con-
verse with God, not only common vil-
lains but the learned elite. It came to the
notice of the noble freemen of the age,
even magnificent princes, especially that
precious pearl of the royal treasure-house,
he who sat humbly in the comer of con-
tentment, unique among great minds and
spiritual people, whose intellect unraveled
the threads of subtle matters and whose
pure nature unveiled the countenance of
eternal verities.

8Bayt-i ma'mur, the prototype of the Ka'ba in
heaven and often taken as synonymous with the
Ka'ba. Nawa'i puns on the word bayt, which
means both "line" of poetry and "house."

Dervish by nature, yet regal himself, king and
dervish, Muhammad-Sultan.9

When the pen of my tongue or the tongue
of my pen composed one line or more-
or even a whole ghazal-he immediately
wrote it with his musk-strewing pen on
the camphor-like page, ennobling both
black and white; and as the princes of
quick understanding who are related to
him and the princes of poetic nature who
hold converse with him made numerous
copies, it spread to all people, [Sb] and,
becoming an intimate companion in trib-
ulation to distraught lovers and a confi-
dant to rose-cheeked beloveds, it gained
untold fame and repute among elite and
common alike. However, it did not occur
to me that I should think of collecting or
arranging these scattered verses. Al-
though those who were [my] most inti-
mate companions and beloved friends
many times besought me to undertake this
labor, nonetheless it appeared to my dis-
tracted mind that "people learn to laugh
when a madman says one word: so to
collect such words would be to increase
their mirth."

The words of a madman who is constantly
drunk are worthy of laughter.

If people learn, it is no wonder that sometimes
it is necessary for people to make ridicule.

To the end that some of these words were
worthy of being collected for their pas-
sionate content, best beloved friends were
in earnest in beseeching me so to do.
However, a poet

Who every day gains notoriety for another
passion, every night a moth to another candle,
[6a] his labor is madness, his home the tavern.

What does a madman know of making a
divan?

9Muhammad-Sultan, known as "Kichik Mir-
za," son of Sultan-Ahmad b. Sidi-Ahrnad b.
Miranshah.
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On the assumption that the madness of
the writer is susceptible to treatment and
his moods affected by the wine of the
goblet of rectitude,

Away, wine of love and madness!
Let the arts take the place of them all!

However, of those whose poetry has
been collected into divans, both those
who have passed away into the realm of
eternity and those who are presently
abiding in the perishable world, there are:
of the first category.l? Amir Khusraw of
Delhi, the lion of the forest of anguish,
salamander of the fire of love, a mine Of
spiritual gems, and Khwaja Hafiz of
Shiraz, the disgraceful roue of the tavern
of annihilation, an insouciant drunkard
with the goblet of affliction, the confidant
to the mysteries and rites of love, and, in
the second category,'! His Revered Ex-
cellency Mawlana Abdul-Rahman Jami,
the luminous candle of the retreat of sac-
rosanctity, the poetic nightingale of the
garden of familiarity, the sweet-speeched
parrot of the sugarcane break of rhetoric.
Their divans are extant.

Among the eloquents of Uyghur ex-
pression and the rhetoricians of Turkish
.speech are Mawlana Sakkakil - and
Mawlana Lutfi.l-' The sweet poetry of
the one has unlimited fame in Turkistan,
and the subtle ghazals of the other are
common in Iraq and Khurasan. Their
divans too are extant. However, it is
passing strange that the beloved friend

I°I.e., those who are no longer living.
11Le., those who are still alive.
12Mentioned in Nawa'I's Majalis al-nafayis,

p. 51, as a native of Transoxania of whose poetry
the people of Samarqand were very fond. Nawa'i
adds that }Vhenhe was in Samarqand he searched
for Sakkaki's poetry and, finding none, was told
that all his good lines had been incorporated into
the works of Lutfi.

13Mir Ali-Sher gives him a long notice in the
Majalis al-nofayis, p. 223.

Suhayli.H the leader of Persian ate youths
Turkish to the core,15 who cast the
traveler of poetic temperament intoexile
in the realms of strangeness in order to
acquire meanings, can, with the fingertips
of witty virgin [lines], put a hundred
knots in the string of raindrops of mean-
ing pouring from the cloud [of his imagi-
nation] during the springtime of Persian
poetry, and in the field of Turkish poetry,
when he charges his steed, his nimble
mind can knit with his spear-tip a hun-
dred links in the chain of beautiful sub-
tleties that have been dead for a hundred
years. At present he is arranging both his
[Persian and Turkish] poems and is in-
clined to complete divans. There are other
writers of eloquence and grace whose
works are heard on all sides, and most of
them are in the g hazal style and are
pleasant and acceptable. [7a] ,

How then could a madman accustomed
to the desert-who is even more of a
stranger to swimming-throw himself in
among so many divers for meaning; and
if he did, what sort of pearls would he be
able to find?

The people of this caravan are yearning for the
sanctuary, their camels are galloping, prancing

clouds. Yet 1lie wounded, scarcely able to
take a step: it is foolishness to think of

accompanying them.

I always placed this acceptable apology
before people and excused myself with
this reasonable pretext until, when the
vicissitudes of fortune laid waste the

14Amir Shaykhi'm Suhayli, Nizamuddin
Shaykh-Ahmad, was, at the time of composition
of the Majalis al-nafayis in 896/1491, sadr to
Sultan-Husayn, and it was at his request that
Husayn Wa'iz Kashifi wrote his setting of the
Bidpai fables, Anwar-i Suhayli. Nawa'i men-
tions that he "occasionally inclines to Turkish
poetry" (Majalis al-nofayis, p. 57).

15Farsl-di~aru Turki-si'ar could be translated
as "wearing Persian coats over their Turkish
drawers."
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foundation of that world-ruler's reign.l"
and a spinning celestial sphere snuffed
out the candle of his life, the throne of
world rule boasted the footfall of an
emperor who, by being the jewel in the
crown of the star of felicity, held his head
to the heavens and who, by being the
dome of the parasol of the star of good
fortune, raised his head to the sun. The
dark chamber of rule was lit by a torch of
good fortune such that before him the
luminous full moon hid itself like Suha!?
in the rays of his brilliance, and the realm
of justice glowed with the sun of his
equity [7b] such that in the reflection of
each of his rays the world-illuminating
sun appeared as a dust mote. The foot of
the pulpit from which the rulership of this
clime conqueror was announced reached,
in the nobility of his regal titles, the apex
of Jupiter; the mirrored surface of the
coinage of the conquests of this treasure

.bestower made manifest the designs of
well-being with his ever-increasing name.
During the time of this ruler of pure
religion, the Divine Law gained such
currency that in his vigilance his sun-like
mind took the strings from Venus's harp
and used them to rule pages for the
Koran; in the maintenance of his subjects,
by order of the farmer of equity, drought-
fearing Mars has planted the seeds of the
fixed stars in the farm of the celest. In the
garden of the martial arts, by the glittering
sword of this sahib-qiran, the roses of
victory have blossomed; and in the as-
sembly of this conqueror's banquet, from
the clouds of his favor, pearls of victory
have been scattered by his determination.

16It is not clear to whom he is alluding here.
Sultan-Husayn took Herat in 873/1469, the year
in which Abu-Sa'id died. He certainly does not
mean Yadgar-Muhammad, the ruler installed by
the Turcomans from whom Sultan-Husayn took
Herat, Kichik Mirza (Muhammad-Sultan) did not
die until 889/1484

17Suhli, a small, insignificant star in Ursa
Major.

A king whose description could not be
exhausted by a hundred thousand tongues in a

hundred thousand years, even if each one of
the hundred thousand years were made a

hundred thousand. Ifmentioned for a hundred
thousand centuries, not one thousandth could
be enumerated, even if every moment of the
hundred thousand centuries were a hundred
thousand years. Before his exalted lineage

khans bow; at his threshold mighty khaqans
prostrate themselves day and night At his feet

fall qa' ans by the month and year; him do
sultans serve with all their hearts. [8a] The

heavens' back was bent under the weight of his
learning. The brilliance of the moon was

eclipsed by the light of his mind. If rule is his
absolutely, it is marvelous that he is also

dervish by nature. The heavens wrote his titles
thus: Sultan son of a sultan, son of a sultan,

Abu'l-Ghazi Sultan-Husayn Bahadur
Khan (may God extend his kingdom and
rule forever, and may He cause his piety,
justice and beneficence to emanate upon
the universe).

May he be granted his every desire, 0 Lord.
May the wine of his good fortune flow forever,
o Lord. May his pleasure continue always, 0

Lord. May his fortune abide eternally, 0 Lord.

Amen, 0 Lord of the Universe.

To sum up, when the sun of the celes-
tial sphere of the sultanate subjugated the
stars of the fourth sphere, i.e., that of the
king of stars, he was enthroned over the
fourth clime.If and the people of the in-
habited quarter were blessed with welfare
in the habitation of ease and were freed
from care in the serenity of leisure.

Like stars around the moon, the people rushed
around the sun.

Great lords of the kingdom of this world and
those of lesser rank, [8b]

Great and humble, elite and common, they all
strutted to his sublime threshold.

Reaching his gate, they were given audience.
And even stranger is the fact that miserable I,

18The sun occupies the fourth celestial sphere;
Herat lies in the fourth terrestrial clime.
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a mere handful of dust in the depths of the
celestial sphere, flotsam in the shoreless sea,
Before his excellency, whose courtyard is the
heavenly sphere, and in that courtyard the sun

and moon are but mud bricks,
Icast myself trembling like a dust mote,

tumbling in the light of that sun like an atom.
When Icircumambulated the field of the sun, I

hovered about him like a dust mote.

When my face was exalted by the dust of
this celestial court and my head was ele-
vated to the level of the feet of the dogs of
this heavenly court, although for seven
generations back [my] family have been
vassals to this exalted house:

My father swept the dust of this threshold, my
mother was a servant to this palace. Whether I

be a nightingale or a crow to this courtly
garden, whatever has happened to me away

from this garden, my soul has suffered pangs
of separation.

Nonetheless, because of the dearth of my
worth and great inferiority, it never oc-
cured to me to claim any attention from
exalted rulers, nor had a desire to be
noticed by celestial emperors manifested
itself in me. However, because of that
majesty's transmutating attention and
patronage I had no choice but to join his
_retinueand worship him like a slave, for
he decorated the mine of my heart with
gems of precision from the sun of his
mind by endless patronage-as the sun
[9a] nurtures various gems in moun-
tains19-and adorned the orchard of my
mind with flowers of subtleties nourished
without limit and sprinkled from his
palm-like clouds producing various
herbs from the earth. In his gatherings
some of my verses happened to be men-
tioned by his pearl-raining tongue, and
some of my ghazals were written down
by his gem-strewing hand at parties.

19A commonly held belief, that gems were
rocks, which, having captured the sunlight to
which they were exposed, sank deep into the
mountains and were changed into gems.

Sometimes he cured them of fault by
changing a defect in wording, and
sometimeshe liberated them of deficiency
by correcting an infelicity of expression.
In some of my verses he took out one by
one inappropriate words and mounted in
their place regal pearls in a heap of jet,
and in some of my ghazals he crossed
out one by one inharmonious lines and
replaced them with gilded palaces set in
the midst of bleak desert. His words in
my confused lines, and his lines in my
jumbled ghazals were

Like gems amidst granite, or like embers
amidst ashes, or like red roses amidst thoms,

or rather like an informed soul in a lifeless
body.

In short, by such corrections my untidy
and disorderly words were put in order.
As the paintings of those corrections
made the portico of my verse the envy of
the Gallery of China,2oand the [9b] gar-
den of my ghazals in the springtime of
his attention became the envy of Sublime
Paradise, they became more beloved to
the eyes of connoisseurs and more desi-
rous to the hearts of the ahl-i dil,21 and
their fame surpassed all bounds. In truth,

When the king took his pen to correct that
labor, every line became a masterpiece, every

word a book of kings.

I was left in puzzlement at the notion that
those gems had turned a ruin into a treas-
ury and in astonishment at the thought
that the light of those beacons had illumi-
nated this hut.

That shining lamp illuminated me, that lucky
star gave me good fortune.

20ne Gallery of China {nigiirkhdna-i Chin) is
the repository of all beautiful forms.

21Ahl-i dil (the people of the heart) a common
expression for persons of sensitivity, lovers,
dervishes, sufis, poets, etc.
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His every word turned me a hundred times
into a slave, every act of kindness made me

ashamed that I was [not more] servile.

In this state, suddenly a royal command
was issued to arrange these lines:

A voice suddenly revealed a mystery, saying,
"0 magical storyteller,

Adept in the realm of rhetoric, lucky-starred in
the kingdom of euphony,

Put your soul in order for your pen, [take] ink
from the pupil of Mercury's eye,

The cavalry of invisible meanings has made an
inroad into your pen. [lOa]

From the raincloud of your poetic gift. nay,
from the pearls of your poetry, people's thirst

is quenched,
Your poetry has raised the banner to a zenith

as you moved your pen across the tablet of the
Throne [of heaven].

Although every word of yours is a pure pearl
before which the celestial spheres bow their

heads,
Nonetheless these fairy virgins have become,

like the Pleiades, so scattered
That we desire these dispersed ones to be

gathered. Get going, for no excuse is
acceptable!

When our highmindedness became inclined,
you became a poet of rare words.

Now the exalted mind wants you to
contemplate making a divan.

In this world anyone who has such children,
delightful and pleasing all,

In our felicitous age is it licit to drive them
from pillar to post in the world?

Now bring them all together as a father
should, like a lord gathering his scattered

children:
And that naive, perplexed horde are children to

you and servants to us.
They are wretched, and we are coming to their

aid. If you are heartless, we are not [lOb]
Now that you know there is a command, get
to work: begin shooting arrows at the target.
Do not stop for an instant until [your poetry]
is arranged:' This is what it said, and God

knows best.

When this undeniable command was is-
sued, when this order, which must be
obeyed in silence, went forth, my mind
went up in smoke and my brain caught
fire: the tongue of my pen was mute, and
the pen of my tongue was broken-I had
neither the power to begin nor the ability

to make an excuse. In utter conformity to
my condition, my tongue and heart sang
this refrain:

From his own soul-refreshing poetry Nawa'i is
stuck in grief, like the nightingale beset by

affliction from his own melody.

Then, all of a sudden, the ancient voice of
wisdom struck fear in me, and reason
raced toward me, saying,

What is this depression? What sort of
calamitous inability is this?

Without taking pains can a person see an end
to his labor? Without kindling its heart, can

the lamp bum?
When a seed falls to earth it becomes a flower;
when a worm gives up its life it becomes silk.
Have you less zeal than a tulip? Have you less

ambition than a worm? [lta]
If you begin and work hard, if you spill a
hundred goblets of blood in the endeavor,

If you are a slave to him, the king's exertion
will make you not only sing but produce a

divan.
When I received this good news from wisdom,

I then found hope from without myself.
Claiming God's assistance and taking refuge

with the king,
I seized the pen in accordance with the
command and began to arrange pages.

Even if it is not worthwhile to collect this
flotsam and jetsam: since these pearls are

secreted within, why worry?
However black the darkness may be, grieve

not, for therein is the Fountain of Life.

This divan, God willing, will be ar-
ranged in accordance with the above-
mentioned rule and come to life in ac-
cordance with the order just mentioned.
Now there are several items that have
been included but that are not apparent in
other divans. First of all, no one who is
arranging a divan can object to four of the
thirty-two letters that constitute people's
expression and that are used in writing.P

22Apparently he means the four letters (P. C.
g, z) added to the Arabic alphabet for Persian and
Turkish. Indeed, in the facsimile Divan, band p
are distinguished in the alphabetical order, gha-
zals in b falling from fo1. 33b through 39a, and
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When the bride of poetry puts on her
rhythmic tunic of poetic silk and begins to
display herself, [llb] if the four are lack-
ing among the thirty-two gems, then her
beauty is deficient and her speech is de-
fective.

For a coquette who possesses great beauty,
beauty of expression is an added adornment.
Amongst the rubies, if there is deficiency in
the pearls, then she must be ashamed of her

words.

Therefore, the gems of those four letters
have been strung onto the cord of the
other letters, and the ghazals have been
arranged according to the thirty-two let-
ters. Moreover, the ghazals of each letter
differ in no way stylistically from the
other ghazals written (rhyming) in that
letter. It is established that it is proper not
to be negligent at any moment of praise of
God the Exalted, or laud of the apostle, or
of something that indicates both. If this
felicity is not assured at every moment, at
the initiation of every declared affair what
sort of negligence may not result?

Although God's word is, from beginning to
end, eternal speech, [l2a]

See how at the beginning of every chapter is
[the formula], "In the name of God the

Compassionate, the Merciful,"
The hadith is a witness to the fact that

"everything has a purpose."
The Apostle realized and said that "in

everything God made is an indication of
Him."

In order that this be remembered, the
first g hazal of each letter begins with
praise of God, laud to the Prophet, or an
exhortation that indicates one of the two.

ghazals in p from 39b through 44b, although
there is one misplaced ghazal rhyming in -arip
on fol. 38a. Similarly, ghazals rhyming in -c
and -g are separate from those in -jand -k. Need-
less to say, given the orthographic conventions
of the period, hlp andjlc are rarely, and klg are
never, actually distinguished in the ductus.

It seems that when some people put their
poetry together and make divans, no pur-
pose, other than to describe metaphorical
beauty23 and to extol external beauty
marks, can be discerned. There are divans
in which not one homelitic line can be
found: such a divan is a total waste of ef-
fort. For this reason, in this divan, aside
from praise of God and laud of the
Prophet, in every passionate ghazal, the
hearing of which causes moonfaced
beauties to be refractory and the grief-
stricken to be confused, one or two hom-
elitic [12b] lines of good advice have
been inserted, so that, through the light-
ning of chastity, the brilliance of their
cheeks not shine so and in order that the
harvest of their existence not be com-
pletely destroyed by the conflagration of
that lightning bolt. If the gazelles of these
ghazals should begin to flirt or act im-
modestly, the homelitic advice of those
lines will hold them in restraint.

If those rosy-cheeked beauties should flirt and
begin to plunder reason and religion,

If they make eyes and wink, if they act
immodestly and saucily,

If, with the glow of their cheeks, they make
the world bum with desire,

This wise advice, a million pieces of good
advice, will constantly prevent them so that
the world may obtain relief from sedition.

Another thing is that in other divans they
bypass the conventional ghazal style and
do not bedeck the bride of speech in her
special typology (maxsas naw'larda),
and if sometimes the first line is in a par-
ticular mode, they do not finish dressing
her in her garments in accordance with
the contents of the first line. All too often,
if the contents of one line sprout roses
during the springtime of union, the next
line looks like the thorns of the autumn of
separation: such form is considered out-

23 "Metaphorical beauty" (majazt husn u
jamtil) refers to physical beauty; it is opposed to
"real" (baqlql), or divine, beauty.
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side of and beyond consistency and har-
moniousness. For this reason I have
endeavored that the contents should be
agreeable in form and confortable in
meaning from the first line until the last.

Wherever there is spring, there must be
meadows; wherever there is a meadow, there

must be roses and jasmine.
Wherever there is autumn, there must be

thorns; wherever there are thorns, there must
be pain and tribulation.

An ascetic is not happy in the tavern; what
does a debauchee want among the devout?
[Real] exile, as all strictly agree, means for

someone to fall in amongst a flock of
strangers.

Moreover, aside from mathnawis and
qasidas, which, God willing, will each
and all be in a separate volume, an
example of every type [of poetry] will be
appended to these poems: exhilarating

. mukhammases to adorn any Quintet,
sempiternal musaddases equal to any
Sextet, profitable ruba'iyyat graceful all,
edifying qit'as advantageous all, [13a]
pleasing mustazads indescribable all,
nonpareil lards unique all in grace and
fluidity, famous riddles that all conceal
names, precious enigmas that all have an
obvious inner meaning, linked strophic
verse that is all desirable, well-balanced
tuyughs all Turkic in style.

The purport of this preface, which was
written for the face of this beauty, the
object of this introduction, which was
written for the cheek of this lovely, is
that, when any ruler builds a building im-
pregnable or raises a portico high, he has
his own name and titles inscribed on the
arch in order that, as long as the arch
remains, his name may remain therein.

Whoever builds a structure that is destined [to
remain], when [his] name is inscribed therein,
For as long as the structure lasts, that name

will be on the lips of people.

Since the architect that is His Majesty's
delicate nature has constructed an exalted

castle that is like the celestial dome, [13b]
and since the gardener that is His High-
ness's noble imagination has designed a
world-adorning garden that is like heav-
enly paradise, what wonder is it if his
regal titles are inscribed on the foundation
arch of this castle or on the arcade of this
garden palace?

The goal was this exalted palace-s-O Lord,
may it never pass away.

It is a structure founded by the king, made as
flourishing as the castle of time.

The king had it built with his patronage.
Consider me not the architect, but rather a

laborer.
Whether laborer or expert architect, when a

thousand wages were paid,
When the king's gilded palace is finished,

what have they to do with the palace?
ITAbraham made the Ka'ba flourish, is it
known for certain what master built it?

The dam that Alexander made famous, who
can say who labored upon it?

In the effort of construction, the building will
be known by the name of whoever pays the

gold. [14a]
[people] will call a building by the name of

the person who has had it built.
However, it is the rule among people for the

builder's name to be inscribed.
When I realized this, I inscribed the king's

name on the portico of this palace,
So that as long as this celestial palace remains

this name may show on the portico.
As long as the palace of the heavenly sphere
travels, may the stars spin about the portico.

Like the king's portico, may the foundation of
his life be as stable as the foundation of the

heavens.
May destiny every moment grant his every

wish from this divan. Amen.

To the scholarly and erudite I present
these scattered lines, which, as has been
explained, were developed without enter-
ing into any order: some were spoken in
youth, some were the product of contem-
plation while others were extemporized;
some came while I was sober, and some
while drunk and still others during mad-
ness. [14b] Thinking that perhaps among
them there was not such an enormous
difference, I trust it was not too audacious
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to collect them. However, a thousand
lines or so more or less were collected by,
and acquired great fame among, the peo-
ple. After being commanded to set them
in order, it was difficult, nay impossible
for me, after the book had spread and
fame had been acquired, to exclude some
lines that were rather unpolished or some
ghazals that were somewhat unfinished.
Therefore, every one has been strung in
its proper place.

If there is a rose, there must be thorns in the
garden; if there are pearls, there must be

oysters in the sea.
If there is intoxication, there must be a

hangover in time: do not then criticize silly
lines in this divan

If amidst a hundred roses there is one thorn,
what wonder? If among a hundred beauties

there is one ugly, what wonder?
If you drink a thousand goblets of the water of

life, what wonder if at the bottom of one of
them you find something that troubles you?

The string of words has grown too
long, but the pearl of intent remains. May
it be said to my lords that my request is
that [15a]

When one by one the literati gaze upon this
book my pen has scriven, if they find

mistakes, let them change them and, in
changing them, let them not be deficient.

The fault-finder, whose every word is contrary,
will call a turquoise a donkey-bead when he

babbles.
Since he has shown what his essence is,

forgive him, and may God thus be equitable to
his essence.

o Lord, many sins have been registered
against me, and I have blackened my book and

wasted my life.
If Thou dost not wash that book with the

water of mercy, alas! on doomsday what will I
do with my black book?

oLord, give Nawa'i his wish for annihilation,
since he has passed away in thy path, 0 Lord.
Graciously grant him eternal life, 0 Lord, but,
whatever you do, 0 Lord, do not disown him!




